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The ability of the ficld-ion microscope to image individual atoms has been applied, at
Cornell University, to the study of fundamental properties of point defects in irradiated or
quenched metals, The capability of the atom probe fieid-ion microscope to det er mi ne the chemistry
— that is, the mass-to-charge ratio - of a single ion has been used to investigate the behavior of
different implanted spccies in metals, A brief review is presented of: (1) the basic physical princi
ples of ‘.he field-ion and atom-probe microscopes; (2) the many applications of these instruments to
the study of defects and radiation damage in solids; and (3) the application of the atom-probe
Picld-ion microscope to the study of the behavior of implanted JHe and 4Hc atoms in tungsten. The
paper is heavily referenced so that the reader can pursue his specific research interests in detail,
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Introduction
In this paper an attempt is made to introduce the reader to some of the basic physical
ideas involved in the field-ion and atom-probe field-ion microscope (FIM ) techniques (see section
on General Background Material), and to the applications of these techniques to the study of
defects and radiation damage in solids (see section following the first one). The final section
discusses, in precis form, the application of the atom-probe FIM to the study of the behavior of
implanted 3He and 4He atoms in tungsten. The paper is heavily referenced so that the reader can
pursue his specific research interests in detail.
General Background Material
The invention of the FIM and the atom-probe FIM by Muller (1,2) has provided the
experimentalist with tools which allow both the dircct observation of all the common defects
(point, line, planar and precipitates) on an atomic scale and also the simultaneous determination of
chemical cft'ects on an atomic scale (the minimum detectable mass is equal to the mass of a single

atom).

The atomic structure of the lattice is observed for those atoms which lie on the surface
of a sharply pointed (~ 2 0 0 to 500A in diameter) FIM specimen; the area imaged is — IO"10 to
10~"cmJ. The information concerning the positions of the atoms is carried to a phosphor screen or
a channel electron multiplier array (3,4) by an imaging gas which is typically helium or neon. The
imaging ^as atoms are ionized, by a tunneling mechanism, in the high local electric fields
(~*4.5 V A "1 to ionize a helium atom) that exist at the site of individual atoms as a result of a posi
tive potential applied to a sharply pointed FIM specimen (5). The positively-charged ions are
repelled from the sharply-pointed specimen and then travel along the electric field lines to the phos
phor screen which is at wrth potential (see Figure I); typically the phosphor screen is at a distance
of between 4 to 10 cm from the FIM specimen. The image formed of the atoms on the surface of
the FIM specimen, in the above manner, constitutes a point projection imagr with sufficient
magnification to resolve individual atoms.
The interior of the specimen can be examined employing the field-evaporation process.
The latter process consists of increasing the electric field to a value such that the potential energy
curve for an ion on the surface of the specimen (this statement assumes that the state in which the
metal atoms exist on the surface of the specimen is the ionic state) is deformed by the applied field
to form a Schottky hump (6). The ions then evaporate (or sublime) by either jumping over this
small Schottky hump as a result of a thermally-activated step or by tunneling through it; this pro
cess is called field evaporation or field desorption in the case of a solute atom. The field evapora
tion process can be controlled - - with great precision — by applying the positive potential in the
form of short (1 to 10 msec in width) high-voltage pulses. This latter technique is called pulse field
evaporation; it is possible by this technique to dissect an atomic plane by removing one to two
atoms per pulse. Thus, the atoms contained within the interior of the specimen can be imaged,
albeit at the surface, at a rate which is determined by the experimentalist. !n practice one can
examine » 1 0 ~ 14 to 10"'i7cm3 of material, during the course of one afternoon, via the pulse field
evaporation technique. At Cornell we have developed semi-automated techniques for the proccss
of applying the fWld evaporation pulse in conjunction with the simultaneous recording of large
numbers of frames of 3S cine film [(15 to 30)X10J frames per day] as well as developing tech
niques for the scanning of this film (7). It is clear, with the advantage of hindsight, that these two
steps were essential to the successful application of the FIM technique to problems in the field of
radiation damage.

The invention (2) of the time-of-flight (TOF) atom-probe FIM has provided the materi
als scientist with a unique instrument for the study of the interaction of impurity atoms or alloying
elements with point, line or planar defects. The TOF atom-probe FIM (hereafter called an atom
probe) consists of an FIM combined with a special TOF mass spectrometer (see Figure I). This
spectrometer allows the investigator to identify chemically any atom that appears in an FIM image.
Thus, it is now possible to both image the microstructural features of a specimen and to measure
the mass-to-charge ratio (m/n) of individual ions from preselected regions of a specimen with a
lateral spatial resolution (i.e., within the surface) of a few angstroms and a depth spatial resolution
that is determined by the interpianar spacing; the latter quantity can be tenths of an angstrom for a
high index plane. An atom probe with a straight TOF tube has a mass-resolution (m/Am) of ~200
while an atom probe with a Poschenrieder lens (8) has an m/Am value of >1000 (9).
Figure 1 exhibits a schematic diagram that illustrates the main features of our straight
TOF atom probe. A specimen with a radius of 50 to 500A is maintained at a positive potential (320 kV) so that gas atoms surrounding the specimen are ionized over individual atomic sites and are
projected radially outward to produce a visual image on the internal-image-lntensification system.
When a short high-voltage pulse is applied, atoms on the surface of the specimen are field eva
porated in the form of ions. Those ions projected into the probe hole at the center of the internal
s'mage-intensification system pass down the flight tube to the chevron ion detector. The TOFs of
the ions and the voltages applied to the specimen are measured and the (m/n) ratios are calculated
employing the equation;
m/n - 2e(Vae + a V pulsc) (t-t,)7 d 2;
where e is the charge on an electron, Vdc the steady-state imaging voltage, Vpu|le the pulse evapora
tion voltage, a the so-called pulse factor, d the flight distance, and (t -t 0) the actual TOF of the ion.
The quantity t is the observed TOF and t0 is the total delay time. The procedure we have
developed to determine (m/n) is based on making V pul(# a constant fraction of Vdc; i.e.,
Vpuise * fVfc where f is a constant that is usually in the range 0.05 to 0.25 — the exact value
depend?, on the specific alloy being analyzed. By the controlled pulse field evaporation of successive
atomic layers it is possible to examine the bulk of the specimen and to reconstruct in three dimen
sions the correspondence between special microstructural features and chemical composition.
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Schematic diagram of the TOF atom-probe FIM. Shown at the top are the internal ele
ments of the atom-probe including the FIM specimen, the ituernal-image-intensification
system, the focusing lens, the 45* glass mirror* find the Chevron ion-detector. As indi*
cated in the lower part of the figure, the specimen voltage system and the digital timer
of the TOF mass spectrometer are operated automatically by a Nova 1220 minicomputer.

The details of the atom-probe are now summarized. The specimen is mounted on a
liquid-helium-cooled goniometer stage which provides rotation about two orthogonal a;<es, thus
allowing any portion of the specimen’s surface to be projected into the probe hole for mass analysis.
The Goniometer stage is also translatable in three mutually orthogonal directions to facilitate align
ment of the specimen with respect to the probe hole. The specimen is cooled by liquid helium in
order to improve the quality of the FIM image and control the diffusivity of point defects; the tem
perature of the specimen is variable continuously from 13 to 450 K. The specimen is inserted into
the goniometer stage via a high-vacuum (< 1 0 “s torr) specimen exchange device which allows rapid
transfer of specimens without breaking the vacuum in the FIM. The specimen can also be irradi
ated in-siiu with low energy gas ions (100 eV to — 5 keV) employing a specially constructed iongun.
The internal-image-intcnsiftcation system consists of a 75 mm diameter channelelectron-multiplier array (CEM A) and a phosphor screen with 5 mm diameter holes through their
centers. The distance from the FIM specimen to the front surface of the internal-imageintensifiauion system is continuously variable so that the magnification of the FIM image, as well
as the size of the region projected onto the probe hole, can be varied by an areal magnification fac
tor of ~-64X. An electrostatic lens immediately behind the intcrnal-image-intensification -system
serves to focus those ions which pass through the probe hole down to a 1 mm diameter spot on the
ion detector at the end of a 2.22 m long flight tube. The ion detector consists of two CEMAs
placed in series in the Chevron configuration and a phosphor screen which provides a visual image
of the ion beam. The atom probe was constructed to operate routinely in ultra-high vacuum
(£ 5 X I0 “ '°Torr) in order to minimize the interaction of residual gas atoms with the specimen.
The mass-spectrometer electronics, consisting of the specimen-voltage system and the
digital timer are operated by a Nova 1220 minicomputer. Thic compiterized system can automati
cally analyze up to 600 TOF events min"1 so that statistically significant results can be readily
obtained even for small solute concentrations. As shown in the lower part of Figure 1 the com
puter triggers t*?* Vpu|„ to the specimen which causes atoms on the surface of the specimen to be
field'evaporated. A fraction of VpU|„ is picked off and used to start an eight-channel digital timer
which has a ±10 nsec resolution. The pulses produced when ions strike the detector are used to
stop the timer. A total of eight ion species from a single evaporation event can be identified. The
controls of the dc and pulse power supplies, as well as the power supply for the focusing lens, are
coupled so that the pulse and lens voltages are maintained at a constant fraction of the dc voltage.
The values of Vdc and Vpu|,4 applied to the specimen a*e measured by an analog-to-digital converter
and read into the computer along with the TOF data. The (m /n) ratios are calculated by the com
puter and stored in the computer memory in the form of a histogram of the number of events
versus m/n. In addition, the TOF and voltage data are stored on floppy discs so that the results of
the run can be re-analyzed in the future. The computer is interfaced to a Tektronix 4010 graphics
display terminal and Tektronix hard copy unit (not shown in Figure I) so that a hard copy of the
histogram can be obtained in ~ 2 0 sec.
Three examples that illustrate the resolving power of our instrument are shown in Fig
ures 2 and 3. Figure 2 exhibits the seven stable isotopes of molybdenum in the plus-two charge
state; note that the isotopes are readily distinguished from one another. The peaks associated with
the five stable isotopes of tungsten are also readily distinguished in the W+3 spactrum shown in Fig
ure 3a. For comparison Figure 3b exhibits the stable isotopes of tungsten and rhenium in the
plus-three charge state; this spectrum was obtained from * specimen with « nominal composition of
W-25 at.% Re. The concentration of rhenium in the W-25 at.% Re alloy was determined by atomprobe analysis to be 22±2 at.% and there was no apparent segregation or clustering of rhenium.
The case of the tungsten-rhenium alloy is a worst case situation, for this instrument, as it requires a
mass resolution approaching 200.
Additional material concerning the FIM and atom-probe techniques and their applica
tions can be found in reference numbers (5, 10-17). The work performed at Cornell in the fields
of defect physics and radiation damage has been summarized in detail in several review articles
(18-21). For technical details concerning the computer controlled atom probe we hpve constructed
at Cornell, see reference numbers (22-26).
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Spectrum of M o +J obtained at a background pressure of 5X10"’ Torr, a specimen t e m 
perature of ~~60 K and with the probe hole in the internal-image-intensification system
t-.iar the ( I 10) pole. The pulse fraction ( 0 was 0.025 and the calibration parameters
used were « “ l,482, to“ 0.56wsec, and d=»2.2l3 m. The total number of Mo*2 events in
this histogram is 696.

Fig. 3a

The W+J spectrum of Westinghouse as-received tungsten pulse-field evaporated at 25 K
with fo-O.OS for Vdc varied continuously from 13 to 15 kV. The ions were collected
from the (551) plane and the background pressure in the atom probe was 6X10-10 Torr.
The calibration parameters used were a^i.O, to^O^Msec and d** 1.6003 m. The total
number of W*3 events in this histogram is 6045.

Fig. 3b

The W*1 and Re+3 spec'rjm of W-25 at.% Re thermocouple wire. The spectrum was
recorded at a specimen temperature of SSs25 K with a f**0.l0 at a presjure of 5X10- ’
Torr. The calibration parameters used were a*“1.5, l0wmQ.$6n$6C and d*“2.232 m. The
total number of W+3 and Re+J events In this histogram is 1755.

A Catalogue of Applications to the Study of Defects, Radiation
Damage and Impifcnted Gases in Solids
In this scction we present, in catalogue form, a list of problems to which we have
applied the FIM and atom probe techniques. The reader is referred to the references for the details
concerning each problem.
Diffusive Properties of Self-Interstitial Atoms (SlAs)
a. Measured enthalpy change of migration (Ah™) of SIAs in pure metals, alloys and orderdisorder alloys.
b. Measured the pre-exponential factor (Dtf) of the SIA self-diffusion coefficient.
c. Have studied SIAs in the recovery stages I, II and III of icn, electronor fast-neutron irradiated
specimens.
d. The particular systems studied to date arc W, W (Re), 'V (C ), Mo, Pt, Pt(Au), Ni4Mo and
PtjCo.
e. For details see reference numbers (18, 19, 21, 27-40).
Volume Change of Migration (A v “ ) of SIAs
a. Measured Avjf1 for the SIA in W, Pt and Mo in detail. Experiments were also performed on
Ni4Mo and Pt3Co but in less detail,
b. For further details see reference numbers (18, 19, 27, 28, 3!, 37-41).
Binding Enthalpy of an SIA to a Solute Atom (Ahb)
a. Measured Ahb by determining a dissociation enthalpy (Ah11) and then determining Ahb from
the expression Ah'1 Ahb + Ah™. The system Pt(Au) was studied in great detail and two ther
mally activated detrapping stages ( II0 and IIC) were observed in Stage II.
b. The systems W (Re) and W (C) were also studied but in less detail.
c. For further details see reference numbers (19, 21, 36, 39, 40).
Diffusive Properties of Vacancies
a. Measured ratio of divacancy concentration to monovacancy concentration for one quench tem
perature in platinum specimens.
b. From (a) it was possible to determine the Gibbs free binding energy of a divacancy (Ag2bv) in
platinum for one quench temperature.
c. Measured vacancy concentration in tungsten specimens which had been quenched from near
the melting point.
d. The measurements discussed in (a) to (c) are important for the interpretation of the hightemperature self-diffusion data in terms of point-defect mechanisms.
e. For further details see reference numbers (18, 42-46).
Diffusive Properties of Gases in Metals
a. Diffusion of JHe and 4He in tungsten.
b. Diffusion of 'H in tungsten.
c.

For further details see reference numbers (47-51).

Range Profiles of Lo*~Energy Implanted Gases in Metals
a. Range profiles of 3He and *He in tungsten (100 to 1500 eV singly-charged ions).
b. Range profiles of 'H in icngsten.
c. For further details sec reference numbers (47-53).

Point-Defect Structure of Depicted Zones: The Primary State of Radiation Damage
a. Depicted zones in ion-irradiated metals (W, Pt, Pt(Au)]
(i)

Dimensions of depleted zones (DZs).

(ii)

Number of vacancies per DZ.

(iii)

Vacancy concentration within a DZ.

(iv)

The distribution of first-nearest-neighbor vacancy dusters within a DZ,

(v)

The radial distribution function for the vacancies within a DZ, out to ninth-nearestneighbor.

b. Effect of projectile mass (M t) on the vacancy structure of DZs at constant projectile energy

(Ei).

c. Effect of E| — at constant M| — on the vacancy structure of DZs.
d. For further details see reference numbers (18, 20, 21, 49, 54-62).
Radiation Damage Profiles
a. Radiation damage profiles were measured in tungsten and platinum bydetermining the posi
tions of all the vacancies, contained within DZs, as a function ofdistance from theirradiated
surface.
b. Direct determination of radiation damage profiles in order-disorder alloys. After an irradiation
each specimen was dissected on an atom-by-atom basis and 'he changc in the Bragg*Williams
long-range order parameter was determined as a functionofdistance from theirradiated sur
face. This approach was applied in great detail to PtjCo,which hadbeenirradiated with250 to
2500 eV Ne+ ions, and in less detail to Ni4Mo.
c. For further details sec reference numbers (38, 49, 59, 60).
Sputtering of Surfaces
a. The sputtering of a metal surface is the result of the intersection of a collision cascade with the
surface. In this work we compared the vacancy structure of DZs, produced by 30 keV W*,
Mo*. C r , Cu* or Ar* ions, that were found to have intersected the surface of a tungsten FIVf
specimen with those found in the bulk of the specimen.
b.For further details see reference numbers (64, 65).
Vo?ds in Neutron-Irradiated Metals (Mo, Mo(Tl), F«(Cu)|
a. Void number density; need a number density of ^ lO ^ c m '3 in order to be able to make meas
urements.
b. Void size distribution: same Comment as above is applicable.
c. Direct observation of segregation of alloying elements.
d.

F o r fu rth e r details see reference n u m b e r s (66*68).

Distribution of SIAs In the Primary Damage State
a. The distribution of SIAs was determined in tungsten which had been ion irradiated at 10 K —
below the Stage I recovery peaks — with 18 keV Au+, 20 keV W+ or 30 keV Cr* ions along
high index cr/stallographic directions,
b. From the distribution of SIAs we were able to place upper limits on the ranges of focused
replacement collision sequences in tungsten.
c.

F o r f u rth e r details see reference n u m b e rs ( 5 4 , 6 9 ) .

Range Profiles of Low-Energy (100 to 1500 cV) Implanted
*He and 4He Atoms and the DiflTu^ivity of 3He and 4He In Tungsten
General Background
Current interest in the fundamental properties of helium in metals has been generated
by the materials problems associated with the development of the liquid-metal I'ast -breeder reactor
(70) and the controlled! thermonuclear reactor (71). However, because of a tack of appropriate
experimental techniques the investigations of the range of low-energy ( < l keV) implanted helium
atoms and the diffusivity of He in metals have been largely theoretical (72-74). Measurement of
the range profiles of implanted He ions have been confined to energies (75) > 1 keV; furthermore,
the measurement of both the range profiles of implanted He and the diffusivity of He in metals
have relied exclusively on the trapping of He at lattice defects introduced as a result of heavy-ion
irradiation (76).
The accomplishments of our research on helium implanted in tungsten were: (I) the
establishment of the ability of the atom-probe FIM to detect cither implanted 3He or 4He atoms
retained in a perfect (i.e., totally defect-free) lattice; (2) the detection of the presence of an isolated
and immobile 3He or 4He atom in a perfect tungsten lattice; (3) the measurement of sh<^ range
protiles of low-energy (100 to 1500 eV) implanted 3He or 4He atoms in a tungsten lattice; and (4)
the measurement of the diffusivities of 5He and 4He in a perfect tungsten lattice.
The basic physical ideas involved in the experimental procedures are illustrated sequen
tially in Figure 4, A single-crystal tungsten FIM specimen, at an irradiation temperature (T.), was
irradiated in situ with 3He+ or 4He't' ions parallel to the [110} direction as shown in Figure 4(a). To
study the diffuslonal behavior of sitiier JHe or 4He in tungsten it was necessary to implant the
helium under the condition of no radiation damage. For example, a 300-eV ‘ He atom can transfer
a maximum energy of ~ 25 eV to a tungsten W atom in a head-on two-body emstic collision.
Since the minimum displacement energy for the production of a stable Frenkel pair in tungsten is
« 4 2 eV (77), no self-interstitial atoms (SIAs) or vacancies were created at an implantation energy
of 300 eV for either 3He or 4He. Thus for the diffusion experiments a standard implantation energy
of 300 eV was employed. With no SIAs or vacancies present to act as trapping centers, implanted
3He or 4He atoms can remain in the specimen only if 3He or 4He is immobile at T(. Thus, the state
of the tungsten specimen after an implantation consisted of immobile interstitial JHe or 4He atoms
implan'.ed in a perfect tungsten lattice with a depth distribution that was determined solely by the
range profile of the low-energy ions. Next the specimen was analyzed chemically, by the atomprob'; technique, at a standard reference temperature (T f), where T, £ T,, and a 3He or 4He
integral profile was plotted as shown in Figure 4(b); this was an integral profile since it measured
the cumulative number of JHe or 4He atoms as a function of the cumulative number of tungsten
atoms (depth) from the irradiated surface. The depth scale was convened from cumulative number
of tungsten atoms to angstroms from the measured number of tungsten atoms per (110) plane con
tained within the cylindrical element sampled; see Figure 4(a). Finally the 3He or 4He range
profile, Figure 4(c), can be constructed by taking the first derivative of the integral profile shown in
Figure 4(b); or alternatively by plotting a frequency distribution diagram.
A novel technique for the determination of an absolute depth scale was developed; Fig
ure 5 schematically illustrates the method. During the atom-probe analysis the specimen was
oriented and the magnification adjusted so that only the central portion of the (110) plane of the
tungsten specimen was chemically analyzed. The specimen was then pulse field evaporated through
the repeated application of high-voltage pulses, Three successive stages in the pulse field evapora
tion of one (110) plane are indicated in Figure 5(a). As the specimen was pulsed, field-evaporated
ions were detected as indicated by the positive slope in Figure 5(b). When a plane completely eva
porated the slope of the curve in Figure 5(b) returned to zero. Therefore the removal of one (110)
plane resulted in a single-step increase in the plot of the number of tungsten atoms detected versus
the number of field-evaporation pulses applied to the specimen. Since the tungsten lattice was
employed as a depth marker, the absolute depth of each Implanted 3He or 4He atom from the initial
irradiated surface was measured to within one (110) interplanar spacing ( ^ 2.24A) Independent of
the total depth of analysis. Thus the spatial depth resolution of the atom-probe technique is limited
solely by the interplanar spacing of the region being analyzed.
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(a) The in situ irradiation of a tungsten FIM specimen with 300 eV *He+ ions at a Tt
whete ihe implanted 4He atoms are immobile. The density of spots corresponds to the
approximate range profiH of 4He in tungsten. The cylindrical volume element
represents the volume chemically analyzed by the atom probe technique, (b) The
cumulative number of 4He atoms versus depth as a function of T|. Note that the 4He
integral profile tends to flatten out as a T( is increased, (c) The range profiles of 4He in
tungsten as a function of T|. The same concepts illustrated here for 4He apply, of
course, to 3He.
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A schematic diagram illustrating the method employed to determine an absolute depth
scale. Three states in the field evaporation of one (NO) plane of tungsten W are shown
in (a). The lield-evaporation behavior of this plane is indicated in (b) by the steplikc
increase in the rate at which tungsten atoms are detected.

Integral and range profiles of low-energy implanted JHe and JHe atoms
In this section we present a number of integral profiles and range profiles for both ’He
and *He which had been implanted in tungsten at 60 K. The term integral profile reflects the
manner in which the data was recorded (see Figure 4(b)], whereas the range profile was constructed
by plotting a frequency distribution diagram from the integral profile fsee Figure 4(c)). The range
profile can also be obtained by drawing a smooth curve ihrough the integral profile and taking the
first derivative of this curve. In all cases we have obtained the range profile by the formet rather
than the latter technique,
Figure 6 exhibits
integral profiles for the implantation energies 100, 500 and 1500
eV; the 100 eV profile is a composite of two integral profiles, each at a dose of 4,7X1015ions cm '2;
both the 500 and 1500 eV integral profiles were obtained after implanting to a dose of
3 X l0 ,sions cm~l. In Figure 7 we show a composite range profile for 300 «V JHe ions; this range
profile was constructed from seven integral profiles and includes a total of 385 ’He everits; the
values of the mean range (f ) and the straggling (Ax) are 54,9 and 41.5 A, respectively.

Fig. 6.

The JHe integral profiles for the implantation energies of 100, 500 and 1500 eV. The
tungsten specimens were implanted at 60 K parallel to the [110] direction.
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A composite }He range profile for all the 300 eV Implantations at 60 K. A total of 385
3He events were involved in the construction of this range profile.

Figure 8 exhibits 4He integral profiles for the implantation energies 150, 500 and 1000
eV; the 150 eV data consists of a single integral profile for a specimen that iad been implanted to a
dose of 3X1015 ions cm-1; the 1000 eV data is for a single integral profile for a specimen that had
received a dose of 4X10'5ions cm "2. In Figure 9 we show a composite range profile for a 1000 eV
4He implantation; this range profile was constructed from three integral range profiles and includes
a total of 147 4He events; the values of x and Ax are 133 and 104.2 A, respectively.
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Fig. 8.

The 4He integral profiles for the implantation energies of 150. (47 5 and 500), and 1000
eV. The tungsten specimens were implanted at 60 K parallel to the (110] direction.
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A composite 4He range profile for all the 1000 eV implantations at 60 K. A total of 147
4He events were recorded in the construction of this range profile.

All of the 3He and 4He integral profiles exhibited positive skewness as expected for lowenergy irradiations (Biersack and Haggmark (78)]; this implied that the mean range (7) was greater
than the most probable range (or mode) and that the majority of the large deviations were to the
right (positive) side of x. The coefficient of skewness is related to the third moment about x and is
given [Parratt (79)1 by:
2<xr-xl3
Coefficient of Skewness - — --------r -;
N (Ax)3

( I)

where x{ is the measured depth of the ith detected helium atom from the initial irradiated surface,
N is the total number of helium events detected and Ax is the standard deviation or straggling.
The values of x and Ax were calculated directly from the integral profiles for the }He
and 4He implantations. The values x and Ax •were referred to as uncorrmed quantities. The rea
son for this is that x and Ax must be corrected for the following systematic errors: ( I ) the random
arrival of helium atoms at the surface of the specimen, from the residual partial pressure of helium,
during the atom-probe analysis of the irradiated specimen; and (2) the effect of the finite curvature
of the FIM specimen. A detailed analysis of the above effects is given elsewhere (Amano, Wagner
and Seidman (52,53)J, where it was shown that the corrections to x and Ax were very minimal in
our experiments. Thus we shall not employ the word uncorrected any further in this paper.
Figure 10 exhibits x (in A) versus the incident ion energy (in eV) for both the 3He
(solid black circles) and the 4He (open circles) implantations. The total length of each error bar is
two standard deviations in the mean (A xm), i.e., plus or minus one Axm. The quantity Axm is
given by:
Axm *■ Ax/vft",

(2)

where N was the total number of helium events detected at a particular incident ion energy for the
composite profile. Figure 10 clearly shows that the quantity Axm was negligibly small when N
exceeded 50 events. The smallest sample size was for the 100 eV 4He implantation where N was
equal to 21 events. In this case Axm was 3.5A and the fractional standard error (Axm/x) was

Fig. 10.

The mean range (X) in angstroms versus the incident helium energy (eV) for all the JHe
and 4He implantations in tungsten al 60 K.

—0.19. This was the orily data point that laid slightly below the smooth line that passes through all
the othei'data points for the 4He implantations.
The results presented in Figure 10 show that if for both 3He and 4He increased monotonicaily, although not linearly, with increasing incident helium ion energy, Overall, for both 3He
and 4He, the value of x increased from 18.7 to 194,9A as the incident ion energy was increased
from 100 to 1500 eV. For an incident helium ion energy of less than 600 eV the Ts for JHe were
greater than the sTs for 4He; this indicated that 3He penetrated more deeply into the lattice, on the
average, than 4He. At incident helium ion energies greater than 600 eV the s's for 4He exceeded
the iTs for 3He. A detailed discussion of these effects is given elsewhere [Amano, Wagner and
Seidman (52,53)1.
Figure 11 displays Ax as a function of the incident helium ion energy for both 3He and
4He; Ax is very commonly known as the straggling, since it determines the width of the range
profile. The length of each error bar in figure 11 is equal to two universe standard deviations in the
sample standard deviation (Ax,), i.e.* plus or minus one Ax,, The quantity A,:,, for a normal distri
bution, is given by [Parratt (79)J
Ax, - Ax/V2N.

(3)

We have used Eqn. (3) to obtain approximate values of Ax, for our range profiles, which are actu
ally skewed from a normal distribution. It is seen from Figure 11 that for the sample sizes we
employed the values of Ax, were all rather small.
For both 5He and 4He the value of Ax increased monotonically, although not linearly,
with increasing incident helium ion energy (see Figure II). The quantity Ax ranged from 16 to 124
A as the incident helium ion energy was increased from 100 to 1500 eV, At an incident helium ion
energy of — 300 eV the two curves crossed one another and the Ax’s for 4He were greater than
those for 3He. This indicated that as the incident ion energy was increased the 4He was distributed
in space, both wider and deeper than 3He.
Figure 12 exhibits the relative variance ((Ax)fy(x)Jl of the 3He and 4He range profiles,
as a function of the incident helium ion energy (in eV). Within the scatter of the data the quantity
(Ax)ty(x)2 for 3H c exhibited a constant value of —0.47 and the same quantity for 4He was —0.61.
Thus in the energy range 100 to 1500 eV the value of (A x)V (x)2 for 4He was greater than for JHc.
This clearly indicated that the 4Hc was distributed more broadly in space than was the 3He.
Detection of possible radiation damage in the case of the 300 eV helium Implantations
In order to establish that the 4He detected in the case of the 300 eV implantation experi
ment was not trapped at structural defects in the tungsten lattice, the following isochronal recovery
experiment was performed. A tungsten specimen was irradiated along the (HO) direction with
300-eV 4He+ ions at — 30 K. After the irradiation 83 two (110) planes, corresponding to **4,48 A
of material, were pulse field evaporated from the specimen. This procedure removed the sputtered
surface and restored the surface to a nearly perfect state. The specimen was then warmed isochronally from *“30 to 90 K at a rate of 1.5 K min"1, while the FIM image was photographed at a rate of
two 35-mm cine frames sec-1. No SIA contrast effects were observed during this experiment, indi
cating that no SJA crossed the surface of the FIM specimen.t Our previous work (80) demon
strated that if SIAs were present they would have appeared throughout the entire range of 38 to 90
+ Helium.atoms do not give rise to visible contrast effects in the FIM image, thus this type of experiment can not be
used to detect the recovery behavior of Interstitial helium atoms. Note, however, that the depth profiling
experiments demonstrated that helium does *o< become mobile until 90 K.

INCIDENT HELIUM ENERGY (eV)
Fig. 11.

The standard deviation or straggling in angstroms (Ax) versus the incidant helium
energy (eV) for all the 3He and 4He implantations in tungsten at 60 K.

INCIDENT HELIUM ENERGY (eV)
Fig. 12.

The relative variance [(Ax)J/(J0 J] versus the incident helium energy (eV) for all the
JHe and 4He implantations in tungsten at 60 K.

K. The specimen was then dissected by the pulse field evaporation technique and was examined for
point defects. The density of point defects was determined to be <8 X 10"4 (atomic fraction); their
depth distribution was not related to the 4He integral profiles. These results constitute conclusive
evidence that the 4He was not trapped at SIAs or vacancies. This indicated that the 4He atoms were
located in the interstices of the lattice and that they were immobile in tungsten at 60 K.
The diffusivities of

and 4He in tungsten

The temperature at which the interstitial 4He (or ’He) atoms became mobile in tungsten
was determined by implanting 4Ke (or JHe) in an FIM specimen at different Tj’s and then analyzing
at T,-*60 K. The 4He (or ’He) Integral profile determined at T r was independent of T| only if the
4He (or •’He) was immobile at all values of T|. However, when T) was above the temperature at
which the 4He (or 3He) Interstitials became mobile, the 4Ho (or ’He) implanted during the irradia
tion diffused to the surface of the FIM specimen and entered the gas phase. Therefore a sharp
decrease in the measured 4He (or ’He) concentration was expected as T, was increased (sen Figure
4(c)]. Since only T| was varied, significant changes in the integral profile could only be attributed
to a sharp increase in the mobility of the interstitial 4He (or ’ He) atoms at Ti. A dramatic change
in the integral profile was observed upon increasing T| from 90 to 110 K; thus indicating that inter
stitial 4He or ( ’ He) atoms were immobile at 90 K but were highly mobile at 110 K. By employing a
diffusion model, a value of the enthalpy change of migration (Ah*" ) of 0.24 to 0.32 eV was
estimated (47,48). The upper and lower limits on Ah<H< were determined by the values of the pre
exponential factor (D„) chosen for the diffusion model and by the uncertainty in the diffusion tem
perature, i.e., 90 to 110 K; the lower limit was letermined by a D„ of 1X10-3 cm sec"1 and a T of
90 K and the upper limit by a D0 of IX10-2 cmj sec-1 and a T of 110 K. The uncertainty in Ah«"t
was divided approximately equally between the uncertainty in D0 and T.
The diffusivity of }He in tungsten was determined by actually following the isothermal
recovery of 300 eV implantation profiles which had been implanted at 90, 95, 98, 100 and 110 K.
The diffusion equation was solved with appropriate initial and boundary conditions, to describe the
diffusion of ’He out of an FIM tip under isotheimal conditions. The fit of the experimental isoth
ermal recovery data to the solution of the diffusion equation yielded the diffusivity of ’He as a
function of temperature. The results of this work are shown in Figure 13. It is seen that the data
is best described by the expression
D (3He) - (5.4 ± l30,86)X10“J exp[— ■' ^ ■•■- ]cm*sec~1,
Thus within the measured experimental uncertainties the Ah’s for ’ He and 4He in tungsten are
identical For further details on the diffusivity of 3He in tungsten see Amano and Seidman (51).
Conclusions
The field-ion and atom'probe field-ion microscopes are ideally suited for studying a wide
range of fundamental problems, concerning point defects in irradiated or quenched metals, that
require information on an atomic scale. The atom-probe field-ion-microscope with its ability to
measure the mass-to-charge ratio of a single ion can be brought to bear on problems that need
chemical information on an angstrom scale. Since the atom-probc field-ion microscope is essen
tially a field-ion microscope coupled to a social time-of-flight mass spectrometer the main features
of both instruments are contained in the atom probe. Thus, it is now possible to both image the
microstructural features, with atomic rrclution, of a specimen and to subsequently measure the
mass-to-charge ratio of individual ions from these microstructural features, with a lateral spatial
resolution (i.e., within ihe surface) of a few angstroms and a depth resolution that is determined by
the lnterplanat spacing; the latter quantity can be. tenths of an angstrom for a high index plane.

TEMPERATURE

(K)

IO‘ S/T (l/K)

Fig. 13.

The diffusion coefficient of 3He versus (l/T ) in the temperature re^.ge 90 to 110 K.
The times indicated (1800 and 5400 sec) correspond to different recovery times at each
temperature. Note that lA Jsec~' is equal to 10~'6cmJ sec-1.

The principal shortcoming of the atom probe field-ion microscope is that only the more refractory
metals and alloys have so far been routinely easily studied. Thus, to date, our own studies have
focused heavily on the pure metals tungsten, molybdenum and platinum; the alloys tungsten
(rhenium), tungsten (carbon), platinum (gold) and molybdenum (titanium), and the order-disorder
alloys Ni^Mo and PtjCo. This is not meant to imply that other pure metals or alloy systems are not
amenable to the technique, but rather that they were the ones which we found easiest to work on in
order to study certain specific physical problems. For example, it was possible to chemically
analyze, on a quantitative basis, both an alloy as complex as stainless steel and a quaternary metallic
glass (Metglas 2826) (24). The application of the atom-probe field-ion microscope to the study of
clustering and precipitation in some reasonably complex alloys has been reviewed recently by
Brenner (81) and the reader is referred to his paper for details. The atom-probe field-ion micro
scope could also be used to study the structure of metallic glasses as has been suggested recently by
Jacobaeu* et al. (?2).
This paper, first, briefly reviewed the physical basis of the field-ion and atom-probe
microscope techniques (see the section entitled fieaeral Background Material)- Second we
presented, in catalogue form, a list of the problems to which we have applied the field-ion micro
scope and atom probe techniques, This section contains many references to the original papers, so
that the reader can follow his own research needs in detail. Finally, a presentation was made of our
recent results on the behavior of JHe and 4He atoms implanted in tungsten, employing the atomprobe field-ion microscope technique. The range profiles of low-energy (100 to 1500 eV) 3He and
4He atoms implanted in tungsten, at 60 K, were measured with a depth resolution of on« (110)
interplarar spacing (2.24A). At 60 K both 3He and 4He were found to be immobile Thus, the
range profiles were determined in the complete absence of any diffusionai effects, All of the !He
and *He range profiles exhibited positive skewness. Both 3He and 4He were found to be highly
mobile in the temperature range 90 to 110 K. Experiments were described that measured, for the
firsf, time, the diflfusivities of 5He and 4He atoms in the absence of any defects — i.e., in a perfect
crystr1 lattice — in this temperature range,
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